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NISHI 
1. Il1troduction 
several formulas on the evaluation of permanεnts， therεare two beautiful ones. 
6]， and the other is so called Binet.Minc formula 5 
the of inclusion and exclusion to obtain his formula. Crapo[ 3] derived 
the Mobius functions. 2 ] used differential to derive 
these formulas. Marcus and 4 ] gaャea Droof of Rvser formula based on multilinear 
。fthe間 formulas.
of a we derive Binet.Minc formula. For 
for the number of the second kind. About the notations and terminol目
follow the int1吋uctorypart of the book 1 ] . 
2. Notation 
Let N be the set of N {1，2，."， A of the s抗 Ninto p blocks 
is called a setφartition. are denoted lowercase Greek letters 1:， 
ぴ'" Thεof set叩 hasa natural semi柄。rderinduced 
“三五"or H詮" The set N itself is the 
of n 
is called a of the n ifjl十..，十jpニn.These 
of j， and p iscalled of i.The set of al number悶Dartitionsof n with 
(p) and the union of Gn (1) ，・-
p isdδnoted 
1: of the set N into p blocks . . ラ theircardina1ities ar-
order・forma numb紅白 ofn into p parts. 
3。 嘉納君主幽Mi浪記 Fo:rmula
Let Aニ bean n X m matrix. For a 万二..ヘト~p) of let 
(n) Iよ alj (1) 
and also let 
(π)=記 lt!:l a!ht 
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where the summation is for al p-permutations ・令p)ofthe set of M= {1，2，' 。
m}. When p>m， wεset ニ0，since there is no p拘permutation.When n;五mand π= 
?、?????• • 、 、?????? n:=O in (0) is nothing but the peロnanentof the matrix A = 
Given a number-partition i E ， let be the totality of i 
as their Let and T A be the sum of (π) in (1) and 
(π) in respectively， for al the set司partitionsn:E . Note the relation (0)二=
(n) where n= (1，"'， 1)， and the famous Binet-Minc formula expresses it as a linear 
form of SA (k) for k E Gn・
Th即時m1. (Binetふ1:inc)Let Aニ (alj)be an n X m matrix. 
Then 
Per ヱ (k) (3) 
where kニ (k1， . . . ，E and 
c¥k)ニ( 1) n-q 1)1 (4) 
P:roof. It is from the definitions of (π) and ヲwehavεfor any 7t E 
(n:) (σ) (5) 
where the summation is for al tY E LN withσ孟7t. These relations may be re期 rdedas 
simultaneous linear equations， whose matrix is Its diagonal elements are al 
to 1， and hence it is invertible. N ote that the inverse matrix only on LN and 
Is not free from the values of au but also m (知1).The solution of the linear equations 
the existence of numbers c (ぴ)such that 
Per(A) (0)ニ (σ) (σ) . (6) 
In order to evaluate c (σ)， we proceed as follows. 
Take a 長二.，. E Gn with 1~玉 Let 
。o= '" 
where 
ニ十 e・ 十1，.'ヘk1十・ B ・十kj}. (i=l，"'，q) 
Letm1，'・'，mqbe integers with mj与さkj(i 1，"盆，q)and consider a matrix V given 
by 
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J (1) 0 ・，. 0 
o ](2)". 。
? ??
o 0... ](q) 
wherεJ (i) is the kj >くmlmatrix whose elements are al 1. Obviously the left hand side of 
(6) is 
Per = II:!jmj 1) . .・ -kl十1). (7) 
On the other the hand side is 
c m1"'mq十 dくのc(σ)M(σ) (8) 
where M(σ) is a monomial of order than m1・"mq・Asthe equality holds for al mj， 
with mj 与さki (i=1，'・.，q)， c(σ。)is equal to the hand side of (4). 
The similar argument can b♂ σ the same number匂to any 
k the rows of V in accordance with the blocks ofσ. Thus c(σ) is 
common for al cr E (k)， and as is the sum of such SA (σ) we have (3). (q. e. 
益事 記:rfo:rmu1a 
Let A be an nXm matrix. For a 
def1ne 
say of M {1，"・，m}，we 
(TA = aif(;) (吉)
whe詑 summationis over al mappings f from the set N = { 1 ，・.. ，n} to L. If 
O. Further let ILI >n or Lニム wedef1ne③A 
な'A ニロi21 (10) aij. 
For convεnience we def1ne 'i' A (ゆ) O. 
Whennニ m，<TA becomes the permanent of A. 
Th母01'晋m2. (Ryser) Let A= (aij) be an nXm matrix. Then 
Per L( -1)ト IKIwA 
??
;LI~η 
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-l)14i(:;:) 五) (12) 
P:roof. It is clear， from the difinitions of <PA and we have for any L ~ M 
言'A (13) 
Here the summation is over al subsets of L. These relations may be as simultane. 
ous linear whose matrix is Its elements are al to 1， 
and hence it is invertible. N ote that the inverse matrix on thεsetお1and is 
not free from the values of aj but also n. The solution of 出合 linear guar-
antees thとexistenceof l1umbers d ( such that 
<PA ，守A
?? ??
In order to evaluate these 
to 1. Then we have 
only on the cardinalities 1 K 1 and 1 M 1. 
take the n Xm matrix E al of whose entries 




It is well known [ 1 J， p.70 and p. 
( -1) m-k (~) ki1 告。
of the set of al surjective from N to M 
=m! 
where Sn.m is the number of the second kind. 
(15) and翰 into(1ムitfollows that 
(-l)m-k (~) k"= ??? (17) 
IK!~k 
Thus we have d = (一 the relation 
Per やA
we arrive at the (12) in the Theorem. (q.e.d.) 
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